HOME IMPROVEMENT
CENTRES

Say goodbye to DIY &

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS

Let the specialists do it right.

www.hhi-ni.com

full range of products on our new website
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doors... be inspired

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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Ultra pvc doors

PVC panelled doors have come a long way since their introduction in the 1970’s. Now you have a complete range of
over 30 door panels with countless different glass options. Couple that with the new high security hardware fittings
and locks, and you have the complete door with style, elegance and security all built in.

composite doors

These doors combine GRP (fibreglass) Steel reinforcement, Upvc and a polyurethane foam core to give a door that
is second to none in energy ratings and security. The stunning looks and wide choice of colours is complimented by
high security fittings, extremely low maintenance and a range of traditional and contemporary designs.

Ask to see our extensive range of doors
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Ultra pvcu windows & doors
At HHI we install the unique Ultra window and doors system. It’s sharp lines and smooth finish means you have a very
modern looking window system which compliments any home. Whether it’s replacing windows in a domestic home, a
new build home or using Ultra to complete a commercial contract, our design team will come up with a window solution
that has many advantages and is the best value for money around. Combine all this with the following advantages:
HHI have been trading since the 1980’s
We have branches nationwide
Our windows and doors are fixed using
expanding foam and screws
All windows and doors are internally
glazed for security
There are 8 internal chambers for better
strength and energy efficiency
Bevelled frame on the outside, choice of
bevelled or sculptured on the inside

Ultra Plus pvcu windows
& doors
As soon as you look at the Ultra Plus you will realise both visually and technical that it is a superior window. It is
fully sculptured outside and inside, and hosts a range of extra high security fittings combined with Elite glass units
for extra insulation. As well as the above advantages it also hosts these extra features:
Fully sculptured frames
Elite low E glass units (1.1 U value)
‘A’ rated window available
The windows are fitted with high security fittings
PAS 23 and PAS 24 accredited
Doors fitted with high security fittings
Anti tamper door locks fitted as standard
Whether it’s a new built house, a domestic replacement or new commercial
project contact us for a free survey and quotation and let one of our experienced
surveyors demonstrate the Ultra or Ultra Plus window system to you.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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FASCIA, SOFFIT & GUTTERING
HHI have over 30 years experience working with PVCu fascia and in that
time have installed over 8 million metres of high quality
roofline materials.
Ask about our unique Eaves Protection System (EPS) and our Extended
Manufacturers Guarantee.
All HHI products are completely lead-free. The PVCu skin is calcium zinc
stabilised for superior weatherability and UV resistance enabling us to
offer our unique guarantee.
Proper installation of any roofline product is essential. To ensure against
future rafter rot, the existing felt must be checked for deterioration
and a proper eaves protection system fitted whilst maintaining correct
ventilation. This is why all our approved installers are properly trained
and constantly monitored, and why recommendation from existing
customers is our biggest enquiry source. Quality installation and the
best pvc products on the market combine to give you peace of mind and
ensure we are the best value for money around.
Colours include:
White, Black, Brown, Mahogany, Oak, Rosewood, Cedarwood, Wine Red,
Rustic Green, Regal Blue, Pale Gold, Sable and Storm Grey

DRY VERGE

Complete your fascia installation with our unique dry verge system.
This covers the ends of the tiles on the gable of a house and is
especially useful where cement pointing is cracked or loose.

call for a free survey and quotation
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Maintenance free
bathroom refurbishment
Bathroom Refurbishment can be a nightmare, imagine trying to coordinate tilers, joiners, plumbers and electricians
etc., all to come within a day of each other. That’s why at HHI we provide a ONE STOP SHOP approach. From design,
survey and installation we provide all the trades necessary to make sure your installation goes smoothly. Why not
visit one of our nationwide showrooms today and see our extensive range of beautiful bathrooms.
• ANY SIZE OF BATHROOM INSTALLATION
• TILES, ULTRA PANELS OR ULTRA PANEL PLUS
• CHOICE OF MAINTENANCE FREE CEILINGS
• EXTENSIVE RANGE OF FLOORING
• STYLISH RANGE OF BATHROOM SUITES

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES

• WALK IN SHOWERS & WETROOMS
• WHIRLPOOL & FREE STANDING BATHS
• ALL FULLY INSTALLED, HASSLE FREE
• REMOVAL OF YOUR OLD SUITE AND DEBRIS
• ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED
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tiled bathroom
refurbishment

Stylish designs, natural finishes, beautiful porcelain, whether you prefer a traditional styled bathroom or an ultra
modern wetroom, the right choice of tiles can be found at HHI. We’ve carefully sourced our tiles from leading
manufacturers across the world, including Spain and Italy, so you can easily find the look you want. All are exquisite
to look at, and all have been specially selected for their bathroom suitability, quality of finish and sheer ease of
maintenance. Today’s sophisticated bathroom designs and specialist finish tiles often need equally sophisticated
tiling skills. Every HHI bathroom can be tiled for you by one of our trained experts, ensuring that the right materials
and techniques are used.

visit one of our showrooms to view our extensive range
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panels

Ultra panels for walls and ceilings are tough, practical,
waterproof and above all, visually attractive. Whichever
one of the tasteful designs you choose the result is always
elegant and original. We offer a wide range of stylish panels
made of high quality pvc. All the exclusive designs have
been specially developed with the latest trends in mind. An
alternative to tiles, wall panels have the advantages of no
grout, less sensitive to condensation, and easy to clean.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES

•		100% Maintenance Free
•		Large selection of colours & designs
•		Good Sound and Heat Insulation
•		No Grout or Condensation issues
•		Perfect for covering unattractive walls & ceilings
•		Can be fitted over existing tiles
•		No bacterial or fungal growth
•		10 year Guarantee (Subject to terms and conditions)
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tile panels

Are you sick of constantly cleaning the grout and mould on your bathroom wall tiles? Why not have the best of both
worlds with the look of tiles but the maintenance free advantages of wall panels.
Our new Ultra Tile Panel is unique to HHI, so you won’t see it anywhere else. That’s because we used our 30 years
of technical experience and teamed up with a top European factory to create the perfect solution. We used various
patterns and textures along with realistic grout lines to produce a panel so realistic you won’t believe your own
eyes. There is a range of tile effect panels available, so visit your local showroom which will allow you to create the
stunning look and effect of wall tiles with the advantages of Panels.

only available at hhi
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ASSISTED BATHING WITH STYLE
So, if you are one of the many people
who have difficulties getting in and out
of the bath or shower, HHI can now offer
something personalised to your needs.
Our assisted bathing solutions are
innovative, safe and practical but they are
stylish too.

bathroom suites

HHI now supply bathroom suites. We can cater for all your bathroom
needs, basins, toilets, baths, including free standing baths, showers, wet
rooms and complete bathroom cubes at competitive prices.
We can supply leading brands such as Rak, Twyford, Mira, Niko, Kudos,
Ultra, Inta, Hudson Reed and many more.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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panel plus

Whether you are fed up grouting, or simply looking for a new and fresh look for your bathroom, Ultra Panel Plus
waterproof wall panels provide the perfect solution. With 37 colours in the range, this leaves you free to choose from our
wide range of patterns, finishes and colours.
The panels can be applied to timber battons or directly bonded to the wall with Ultra Panel Wall Adhesive. There are a
range of aluminium profiles permitting quick and easy installation. Our precisely engineered Hydro-Lock tongue and
groove joint allows a tight and
discrete joint to be created between
panels. Watertight sealing of the
panels is achieved using Ultra
Panel Adhesive between the joints.

matt white ceilingPANEL
taupe / umber brocade multiPANEL
lombardia marble twinFLOORclick

white tilePANEL (bevelled, brick - vertical)
black tilePANEL (bevelled, brick - vertical)
coastal grey oak twinFLOORclick
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wall panels

panel colour range

Madrid

Moonlight

Palermo

sienna Teak

Livorno

galaxy black

galaxy white

wall v-panels

wall panels

detroit

V

Toledo

V

Modena

V

sahara

neo stone main

V

neo stone mosaic

V

torros stone main

V

torros stone mosaic

zenith black main

v

zenith black mosaic

v

mirage copper main

v

mirage copper mosaic v

Madrid (matt or gloss)

V

White & silver

tile panels

Barcelona

ceiling & wall panels

tile panels

v

T&G

White Ash (matt or gloss) V

White

T&G

The colour samples shown here are a representation of the actual colour and are not always 100% accurate. Please check all colours with sample swatches from your local branch.
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panel plus colour range

umber

brocade

tv

taupe

Patina

Bronze

tv

Antique

limestone

gv

white

riven

tv

riven

Gv

WARM

tv

TWILIGHT

slate

MIDNIGHT

STONE

Platinum Wave

brocade

tv

kalahari

tv

SAHARA

gv

sandstone

gv

classic marble

gv

frost

marble

tv

Travertine

gv

natural

MICA

Tv

COOL

Tv

MONSOON

Tv

gV

BLIZZARD

gV

STUCCO

TV

Marble

The colour samples shown here are a representation of the actual colour and are not always 100%
accurate. Please check all colours with sample swatches from your local branch.

white

MICA

gTv

tv

VENETO

g

gv

india

g

G= Gloss Finish T= Textured V= available as vanity tops
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fitted kitchens
with a difference
The kitchen is the functional centre of the home but at the same time the kitchen can be aesthetically pleasing,
personalised and fashionable. Using modern materials and also natural woods we can offer a range of kitchens
catering for all tastes and budgets. From traditional designs for older properties and for those who feel comfortable
with this timeless appearance, to the latest in contemporary looks and design. At the HHI Kitchen Studio we offer the
complete range of high quality kitchens made to suit you and you only. Couple this with high quality appliances from
Bosch, Smeg and Franke plus the fact that HHI can do full installation including all plumbing and electric work and
you have simply the best deal in the market today.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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the one stop shop
At HHI we look at things a little differently from our competitors. To us it’s more a project than just a kitchen replacement.
So if you want your floor tiled, or a new maintenance free ceiling, any extra electric or plumbing work, then we can simply
do it all. Even minor structural work and plastering can all be undertaken. At HHI we have a full array of tradesman at
our disposal so you don’t have go looking for anyone else just give your kitchen replacement over to HHI!

• Home visits or call in to 1 of our 		
nationwide showrooms

• Old kitchen removed and disposed

• Bespoke hand-made kitchens to order

• Extensive range of tiles
and tiling services

• Choice of wall, floor and ceiling 			
coverings

• Installed by our expert craftsmen

• Granite and Quartz worktops

• Structural and plastering
work undertaken

• Full range of appliances supplied
and installed

• All electric and plumbing
work undertaken

all products and workmanship fully guaranteed
From initial design and drawings right through to wiring
the last plug and laying down the last tile the HHI Kitchen
Studio will manage your project from start to finish
co-ordinating all the different trades involved as we go
along – Which means less hassle for you.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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Every component used in the construction of your kitchen has been carefully sourced to ensure that your investment
retains its looks for years to come. Through product development we are able to offer unrivalled guarantees with
all our products including a lifetime guarantee on all Blum fittings and 50 years on our Franke sinks. Quality and
durability are built into every kitchen no matter what your budget is.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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Whether you live in traditional farmhouse, urban townhouse, suburban semi or city centre apartment our vast range of
kitchen designs and products can transform your home. Together we can define your tastes and let you put your own
individual stamp on your own kitchen/dining area. Let us add pleasure to the quality time you spend in your home. We
also value our customers comments to ensure we remain the best local company for all your kitchen replacement needs.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES
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CONSERVATORY ROOF
CONVERSIONS
Conservatories are either too hot in summer, too cold in winter. Let us replace your roof with our special roof
conversation kit, transforming your conservatory into a comfortable all year round living space. This effectively turns
your conservatory into a sunroom by replacing the glass or polycarbonate roof with our energy saving highly insulated
solid roof.

our step by step process
1

STEP 1

5

STEP 5

2

STEP 2

6

STEP 6

3

STEP 3

7

STEP 7

4

STEP 4

8

STEP 8
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Glass or polycarbonate
roofs lose heat in the
winter months and are
too warm in the summer
months. The exact reverse
of what you require.

Removal of all existing roof
coverings and secure extra
timber to existing rafters.

Fit tie bars to secure
spread and construct,
similar to a house roof.

Plywood roof to secure
everything together.

Finished constructed
roof before insulation is
inserted.

150m of solid insulation
before being plaster
boarded and plastered.

Finished job with
lightweight tiles in place.

Roof plastered and
finished.
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CARPORTs & door CANOPIES
Carports
Is your garage used for storage? Does your car sit out in all weather? Our maintenance free GRP carport is the perfect solution as it
combines quick and easy parking with protection from the elements. Unique cantilevered system means no posts to get in the way.
Translucent roofing panels let plenty of light through and filter out the harmful UV rays thanks to the melinex gel coating.
This will protect your soft furnishings and paintwork from sun damage on either your car, boat or caravan.

Door Canopies
Are you looking to add the finishing touch to the front of your
home. With a stylish door canopy available in a range of styles
and colours you can transform the appearance of your home
while providing shelter from the worst of the weather. They are
made from GRP (fibreglass) they are maintenance free so no
painting is required.

YOUR LOCAL HOME IMPROVEMENT CENTRES

BEFORE			

AFTER

HHI started in the early 1980’s supplying and installing PVC fascia, soffit and guttering. The company has
grown to incorporate a whole range of home improvement products sold throughout its branches nationwide.
Providing employment for 80 local people, the firm has grown through the referral and recommendation of
existing customers by providing competitive prices with high quality materials and installation.
OUR SET OF VALUES – We believe in working to a high set of values and we set out to do everything right.
This means that when you get a free quotation we will take our time to explain why our products are the best in the market
to fulfil your needs. You can be assured that our products are the best quality coupled with the best installation.

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS

www.hhi-ni.com

full range of products on our new website

OUR SERVICES:
• BATHROOM SUITES
• BATHROOM REFURBISHMENTS
• Fully fitted Kitchens
• PVCu WINDOWS & DOORS
• PVCu FASCIA & GUTTERING
• WALL & FLOOR TILES
• MAINTENANCE FREE ULTRA PANELS
• HYGIENIC WALL SHEETING
• Maintenance free Door canopies
• PVCu Skirting and architrave
• Conservatories
• Conservatory roof conversions
• Carports & door canopies
•	external sills
• Maintenance free PVCu Shutters

NEWTOWNABBEY
Unit 8, Ormonde Avenue,
Ballyhenry Road,
Newtownabbey, BT36 5AT
T: 028 9083 8343

BELFAST
Unit 11,
5 Prince Regent Road,
Castlereagh Road,
Belfast, BT5 6QR
T: 028 9040 2204

COLERAINE
Units 5B & 6B,
Coleraine Business Park,
Loughanhill Industrial Estate,
Coleraine, BT52 2NR
T: 028 7032 9060

LISBURN
Unit 3, Causeway Court,
Enterprise Cresent,
Ballinderry Road,
Lisburn, BT28 2BP
T: 028 9262 8511

DUBLIN
Unit 3,
Robinhood Industrial Estate,
Robinhood Road, Ballymount,
Dublin 22
T: 01 4604610

Design: www.additudecreative.co.uk

HOME IMPROVEMENT
CENTRES

BANGOR
Unit 19,
Dunlop Industrial Units,
Balloo Drive,
Bangor, BT19 7QY
T: 028 9127 4944

serving generations for over 30 years

